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ABSTRACT. Kazhdan–Lusztig ideals, a family of generalized determinantal ideals investi-
gated in [Woo–Yong ’08], provide an explicit choice of coordinates and equations encoding
a neighbourhood of a torus-fixed point of a Schubert variety on a type A flag variety. Our
main result is a Gröbner basis for these ideals. This provides a single geometric setting to
transparently explain the naturality of pipe dreams on the Rothe diagram of a permutation,
and their appearance in:

• combinatorial formulas [Fomin–Kirillov ’94] for Schubert and Grothendieck polyno-
mials of [Lascoux–Schützenberger ’82];

• the equivariant K-theory specialization formula of [Buch–Rimányi ’04]; and
• a positive combinatorial formula for multiplicities of Schubert varieties in good cases,

including those for which the associated Kazhdan–Lusztig ideal is homogeneous un-
der the standard grading.

Our results generalize (with alternate proofs) [Knutson–Miller ’05]’s Gröbner basis theo-
rem for Schubert determinantal ideals and their geometric interpretation of the monomial
positivity of Schubert polynomials. We also complement recent work of [Knutson ’08 &
’09] on degenerations of Kazhdan–Lusztig varieties in general Lie type, as well as work
of [Goldin ’01] on equivariant localization and of [Lakshmibai–Weyman ’90], [Rosenthal–
Zelevinsky ’01], and [Krattenthaler ’01] on Grassmannian multiplicity formulas.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In our study [WooYon08] of singularities of Schubert varieties, we investigated Kazhdan–
Lusztig ideals as an explicit choice of coordinates and equations for a neighbourhood of a
type A Schubert variety at a torus fixed point. The following problem naturally arises:

Problem 1.1. Determine a Gröbner basis for the Kazhdan–Lusztig ideals.

The main result of this paper solves Problem 1.1 by giving an explicit Gröbner basis
with squarefree lead terms, thereby deriving a single degeneration from the (reduced
and irreducible) variety of the Kazhdan–Lusztig ideal to a reduced union of coordinate
subspaces. The class of Kazhdan–Lusztig ideals includes determinantal ideals and many
of their generalizations. Gröbner bases for determinantal ideals and their generaliza-
tions have been of interest, as their study requires and has applications involving simul-
taneously commutative algebra, algebraic geometry, representation theory, and combi-
natorics. Various aspects of determinantal ideals and their generalizations have been
extensively treated in the books [BruVet88, MilStu05, Mir07].

We use our Gröbner degeneration to give new explanations for some Schubert combi-
natorics. In particular, we point out a geometric origin for various combinatorial formulas
for Schubert and Grothendieck polynomials [LasSch82a, LasSch82b]. Specifically, we ex-
plain the combinatorics of pipe dreams on the Rothe diagram of a permutation, rather than
just the n× n grid itself, which was the focus of earlier work [KnuMil05, KnuMilYon05].
We thus obtain a geometric explanation and new proof of the formula of A. Buch and
R. Rimányi [BucRim04] for the equivariant K-theory relevant specializations of these poly-
nomials (as well as for older formulas of [FomKir94]). This answers a question raised in
their paper.

Moreover, our results generalize both the earlier Gröbner geometry explanation of the
monomial positivity of Schubert polynomials from [KnuMil05, Theorem A] as well as
their companion Gröbner basis theorem [KnuMil05, Theorem B] for Schubert determinan-
tal ideals. In brief, as suggested in [Ful92], Schubert determinantal ideals can be realized
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as special cases of Kazhdan–Lusztig ideals, allowing us to use recursions for equivari-
ant K-theory Schubert classes due to B. Kostant and S. Kumar [KosKum90]. Although
this approach assumes older background, it conceptually streamlines proofs by allowing
induction among a larger class of ideals.

This paper is related to developments in [KnuMil04], [KnuMilYon05], [Knu08], and
[Knu09]. Specifically, our results complement recent work of A. Knutson [Knu08] on re-
duced degenerations of Kazhdan–Lusztig varieties [KazLus79] for generalized flag varieties
of arbitrary Lie type. His paper provided inspiration for the present one. Employing the
limit branchvariety methods of [Knu07] and geometric vertex decompositions [KnuMilYon05],
he gives many options for iteratively degenerating a Kazhdan–Lusztig variety into a re-
duced union of affine spaces; this union is described by a subword complex [KnuMil04].
More recently, Knutson also describes in [Knu09] an alternate approach to this degenera-
tion using Frobenius splitting and Bott–Samelson coordinates, though he does not explic-
itly provide equations.

By comparison and contrast, we work only in type A and single out a specific choice of
coordinates and a specific Gröbner degeneration, which we view as especially natural in
light of the aforementioned Schubert polynomial combinatorics. Our Gröbner basis theo-
rem provides an explicit, non-iterative realization of one of the degenerations of [Knu08]
and [Knu09], using explicit coordinates and explicit equations in those coordinates. How-
ever, our techniques are distinct from those of Knutson’s aforementioned work, though
parallel to them. We do not use [Knu07], [Knu09], nor specifically any of the new results
from [Knu08], substituting instead direct combinatorial commutative algebra arguments.
Moreover, our Gröbner basis theorem seems difficult to explicitly adapt in general to
other degenerations in [Knu08] and [Knu09], highlighting that the choice of coordinates
and term order is somewhat delicate. That the combinatorics lines up with an appropriate
choice indicates the resonance between the geometry and the combinatorics.

We expect our methods to extend to finding a generalization of our main result to other
Lie types; we hope to address this in a future paper. However, type A warrants some
special attention since we would like to further our understanding of the geometric gen-
esis of the beautiful properties of Schubert polynomial and pipe dream combinatorics.
As noted in [FomKir96, Section 10], the ensemble of their many properties is specific to
type A.

1.1. Organization of the paper. This paper has three central, closely interconnected re-
sults (Theorems 2.1, 3.2 and 4.5) and an application, as summarized below.

In Section 2, we recall preliminaries about Kazhdan–Lusztig ideals and state the main
result (Theorem 2.1), our Gröbner basis theorem.

In Section 3, we recall pipe dreams on Rothe diagrams [FomKir94, BucRim04]. Our sec-
ond main result, Theorem 3.2, is that they transparently index components of the prime
decomposition of the initial ideal (under our term order) of a Kazhdan–Lusztig ideal.
We present the associated Reisner–Stanley simplicial complex with faces labeled by these
pipe dreams. This complex has the structure of an abstract subword complex [KnuMil04]
and thus inherits good properties we use; in particular, it is homeomorphic to a vertex
decomposible (and hence shellable) ball or sphere. That said, an additional advantage of
using pipe dreams is that they admit an even more “graphical” description as interlacing
strand diagrams, akin to the original objects of [FomKir94]; this is not seen at the abstract
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subword level. The proof of Theorem 2.1 requires the definitions but not the results of
this section.

In Section 4, we introduce unspecialized Grothendieck polynomials, a geometrically moti-
vated combinatorial synthesis of results of [FomKir94, BucRim04, KnuMil05]. In terms of
these polynomials, our third main result (Theorem 4.5) shows that their specializations to
Schubert and Grothendieck polynomials and thus the formulas of [FomKir94, BucRim04]
arise from the Gröbner geometry and combinatorial commutative algebra as multide-
grees and K-polynomials as defined in, for example, [KnuMil05, MilStu05]. We prove
this result assuming Theorem 2.1. Part of our work in this section is to give a proof of
a theorem previously known as folklore giving a geometric interpretation of the afore-
mentioned specializations in terms of equivariant K-theory on the flag variety. As with
Section 3, the proof of Theorem 2.1 requires some definitions but not the results from this
section.

In Section 5, we return to our initial motivation in [WooYon08] of understanding in-
variants of singularities of Schubert varieties. We relate our work to the open problem
of finding an explicit, nonrecursive combinatorial rule for the multiplicity of a Schubert
variety at a torus fixed point. We show that in good cases, including those when the
Kazhdan–Lusztig ideal is homogeneous under the standard grading, one can positively
calculate the multiplicity by counting the pipe dreams of Section 3. In particular, this
leads to a simple proof of a determinantal formula, related to but different from previ-
ously known formulas [LakWey90, RosZel01], for multiplicities on the Schubert varieties
on Grassmannians. Beyond the Grassmannian case, counting pipe dreams solves 98.5%
of all multiplicity problems for n = 5. Moreover, we point out the efficacy of using of
random sampling methods in our study of Schubert varieties, complementing the com-
putational commutative algebra methods of [WooYon08]. Monte Carlo simulation sug-
gests that these cases cover approximately 94% of all multiplicity problems for n = 6 and
still close to half of all such problems for n = 10. We also use this technique to endorse a
related, new conjecture.

Finally in Section 6 we give proofs for Theorems 2.1 and 3.2.

2. KAZHDAN–LUSZTIG IDEALS AND THE MAIN THEOREM

2.1. Flag, Schubert and Kazhdan–Lusztig varieties. Let G = GLn(C), B be the Borel
subgroup of strictly upper triangular matrices, T ⊂ B the maximal torus of diagonal
matrices, and B− the corresponding opposite Borel subgroup of strictly lower triangular
matrices. The complete flag variety is

Flags(Cn) := G/B.

The fixed points of G/B under the left action of T are naturally indexed by the symmetric
group Sn in its role as the Weyl group of G; we denote these points ev for v ∈ Sn. One has
a cell decomposition

G/B =
∐
w∈Sn

BewB/B

known as the Bruhat decomposition. The B-orbit

X◦w := BewB/B
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is a cell known as the Schubert cell, and its closure

Xw := X◦w

is the Schubert variety. It is a subvariety of dimension `(w), where `(w) is the length of
any reduced word of w. Each Schubert variety Xw is a union of Schubert cells; Bruhat
order is the partial order on Sn defined by declaring that

v ≤ w if X◦v ⊆ Xw.

Since every point on Xw is in the B-orbit of some ev (for v ≤ w in Bruhat order), it
follows that the study of local questions on Schubert varieties reduces to the case of these
fixed points. An affine neighbourhood of ev is given by vΩ◦

id, where in general

Ω◦
u := B−uB/B

is known as an opposite Schubert cell. Hence to study Xw locally at ev one only needs to
understand Xw ∩ vΩ◦

id. However, by [KazLus79, Lemma A.4], one has the isomorphism

(2.1) Xw ∩ vΩ◦
id

∼= (Xw ∩Ω◦
v)× A`(v).

Hence, it is essentially equivalent to study the (reduced and irreducible) Kazhdan–
Lusztig variety

Nv,w = Xw ∩Ω◦
v,

forgetting the factor of affine space.

2.2. A choice of coordinate system, equations, and Kazhdan–Lusztig ideals. We now
define coordinates on Ω◦

v, the Kazhdan–Lusztig ideal Iv,w in these coordinates, and sum-
marize why this ideal vanishes on Nv,w.

Let Mn be the set of all n×n matrices with entries in C, with coordinate ring C[z] where
z = {zi,j }

n
i,j=1 are the coordinate functions on the entries of a generic matrix Z. Consistent

with our notation in [WooYon08], we index so that zi,j is in the i-th row from the bottom
of the matrix and j-th column from the left. If we concretely realize G, B, B−, and T as
invertible, upper triangular, lower triangular, and diagonal matrices respectively, then, as
explained in [Ful97], we can realize the opposite Schubert cell Ω◦

v as an affine subspace of
Mn. Specifically, a matrix is in (our realization of) Ω◦

v if, for all i,

zn−v(i)+1,i = 1

and, for all i,

zn−v(i)+1,a = 0 and zb,i = 0 for a > i and b > n − v(i) + 1.

Let

z(v) ⊆ z

denote the remaining unspecialized variables, and Z(v) the specialized generic matrix rep-
resenting a generic element of Ω◦

v.
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Example 2.1. If n = 6 and v = 261345 we have:

Z =


z61 z62 z63 z64 z65 z66
z51 z52 z53 z54 z55 z56
z41 z42 z43 z44 z45 z46
z31 z32 z33 z34 z35 z36
z21 z22 z23 z24 z25 z26
z11 z12 z13 z14 z15 z16

 , and Z(v) =


0 0 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0

z41 0 z43 1 0 0

z31 0 z33 z34 1 0

z21 0 z23 z24 z25 1

z11 1 0 0 0 0

 .

¤

The ideal Iv,w will be an ideal in the polynomial ring C[z(v)]. To describe Iv,w, let Z
(v)
ab

denote the southwest a× b submatrix of Z(v). We also let

Rw = [rwij ]
n
i,j=1

be the rank matrix (which we index similarly) defined by

rwij = #{k | w(k) ≥ n − i + 1, k ≤ j}.

Example 2.2. If w = 365124 ∈ S6 then

w =


0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

 and Rw =


1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 3 4 5

1 2 3 3 3 4

0 1 2 2 2 3

0 1 2 2 2 2

0 1 1 1 1 1

 .

¤

Define the Kazhdan–Lusztig ideal Iv,w to be the ideal of C[z(v)] generated by all of
the size 1 + rwij minors of Z

(v)
ij for all i and j. As explained by W. Fulton [Ful92], these

minors defining Iv,w must vanish on any point of the Schubert variety Xw (no matter
what coset representative is chosen to write the point). Therefore, Iv,w vanishes on Nv,w.
We explained in [WooYon08] thatNv,w is in fact defined scheme-theoretically by Iv,w. Our
argument there required the result of Fulton that these minors actually suffice to define
(scheme-theoretically) the matrix Schubert variety. However, using only the theorem that
Iv,w vanishes on Nv,w, the arguments of this paper give an independent proof of scheme-
theoretic equality, by establishing an equality of Hilbert series (Theorem 6.2).

Not all these minors are needed to generate Iv,w. The well-known essential set for w,
denoted E(w), is recalled in Section 3.1; see (3.1) and (3.2). The essential minors are the
size 1 + rwij minors of Z

(v)
ij for (i, j) ∈ E(w). It follows from [Ful92] that this smaller subset

of the defining minors of Iv,w also generates this ideal.

2.3. A Gröbner basis for Kazhdan–Lusztig ideals. Let ≺ be the pure lexicographic term
order on monomials in z(v) induced by favoring variables further to the right in Z(v),
breaking ties by favoring variables further down in a given column. In symbols,

zij ≺ zkl if j < l, or if j = l and i < k.

(We use the convention that the leading term is the one which is largest in our order.) For
instance, in Example 2.1 we have

z25 Â z24 Â z34 Â z23 Â z33 Â z43 Â z11 Â z21 Â z31 Â z41.
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We now state our main result, which holds for a field k of arbitrary characteristic, al-
though our proof exploits theorems proved only over C.

Main Theorem 2.1. Under the term order ≺, the essential (and therefore defining) minors form
a Gröbner basis for Iv,w ⊆ k[z(v)].

Example 2.3. Continuing Examples 2.1 and 2.2, the set of essential minors with respect to
Z consists of three 1× 1 minors, ten 3× 3 minors and five 4× 4 minors, corresponding to
the three essential set boxes associated to w. They are:

z11, z21, z31,∣∣∣∣∣∣
z31 z32 z33
z21 z22 z23
z11 z12 z13

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
∣∣∣∣∣∣
z31 z32 z34
z21 z22 z24
z11 z12 z14

∣∣∣∣∣∣ , . . . ,
∣∣∣∣∣∣
z33 z34 z35
z23 z24 z25
z13 z14 z15

∣∣∣∣∣∣ , and

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
z41 z42 z43 z44
z31 z32 z33 z34
z21 z22 z23 z24
z11 z12 z13 z14

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
z51 z52 z53 z54
z31 z32 z33 z34
z21 z22 z23 z24
z11 z12 z13 z14

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ , . . . ,
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
z51 z52 z53 z54
z41 z42 z43 z44
z31 z32 z33 z34
z21 z22 z23 z24

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
If we consider the essential minors with respect to Z(261345) we have

z11, z21, z31,∣∣∣∣∣∣
z31 0 z33
z21 0 z23
z11 1 0

∣∣∣∣∣∣ = −z23z31 + z33z21,

∣∣∣∣∣∣
z31 0 z34
z21 0 z24
z11 1 0

∣∣∣∣∣∣ , . . . ,
∣∣∣∣∣∣
z33 z34 1

z23 z24 z25
0 0 0

∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0, and

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
z41 0 z43 1

z31 0 z33 z34
z21 0 z23 z24
z11 1 0 0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = z41z33z24 − z41z23z34 − z43z31z24 + z43z34z21 + z31z23 − z23z21,

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 0 0 0

z31 0 z33 z34
z21 0 z23 z24
z11 1 0 0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ , . . . ,
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

1 0 0 0

z41 0 z43 1

z31 0 z33 z34
z21 0 z23 z24

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0.

which form a Gröbner basis with respect to the same term order, for the Kazhdan–Lusztig
ideal I261345,365124. As illustrated above, some of the generators may be inhomogeneous
(with respect to the standard grading), or even equal to 0. ¤

Our main theorem specializes to the Gröbner basis theorem of [KnuMil05, Theorem B]
(also valid for a field k of arbitrary characteristic). The Schubert determinantal ideal Iw
is generated by all size 1+rwij minors of the southwest i× j submatrix Zij of Z, for all i, j. A
diagonal term order is one which selects the diagonal (meaning northwest to southeast)
term in any minor of Z. (Owing to the indexing of Schubert varieties we are using, which
is upside-down and transposed from that of [KnuMil05], our diagonal term order is the
same as their antidiagonal term order. Moreover, our zij is their zji.)

Corollary 2.4. The essential minors of the Schubert determinantal ideal Iw are a Gröbner basis
with respect to any diagonal term order.
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The matrix Schubert variety Xw is the (reduced and irreducible) variety in Mn de-
fined by Iw. Matrix Schubert varieties were introduced in [Ful92]. The proof of the corol-
lary introduces a construction that shows matrix Schubert varieties are special cases of
Kazhdan–Lusztig varieties, as noted in the introduction. We will refer again to this con-
struction in Section 4.3.

Proof of Corollary 2.4: Let
w0 ? w0 ∈ S2n

be the permutation such that

(w0 ? w0)(i) = w
(n)
0 (i) and (w0 ? w0)(i + n) = w

(n)
0 (i) + n for 1 ≤ i ≤ n

and where w
(n)
0 is the permutation of longest length in Sn. Furthermore, given w ∈ Sn, let

w× 1n ∈ S2n

be the standard embedding into S2n, where

(w× 1n)(i) = w(i) and (w× 1n)(i + n) = i + n for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Finally, set
ŵ = w

(2n)
0 (w× 1n) ∈ S2n.

Notice that Z(w0?w0) only involves the variables zij for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. Now observe that
Iw0?w0,ŵ has the exact same minors as Iw. Equivalently,

Xw ∼= Nw0?w0,ŵ.

Under the term order ≺, the diagonal term of any minor is the leading term as long
as it is nonzero. Hence by Theorem 2.1, the diagonal terms {d1, . . . , dN} of the essential
minors of Iw0?w0,ŵ generate the initial ideal of Iw0?w0,ŵ under ≺, denoted in≺Iw0?w0,ŵ. For
the term order ≺, the result now follows as a special case of Theorem 2.1.

Now suppose ≺ ′ is another diagonal term order. Then if in≺ ′Iw0?w0,ŵ is the initial ideal
with respect to ≺ ′, we have

in≺Iw0?w0,ŵ = 〈d1, . . . , dN〉 ⊆ in≺ ′Iw0?w0,ŵ.

However, since both in≺Iw0?w0,ŵ and in≺ ′Iw0?w0,ŵ are Gröbner degenerations of Iw0?w0,ŵ,
they have the same Hilbert series (under the appropriate grading as described in Sec-
tion 4.1). Hence they are equal and the theorem holds for ≺′. ¤

Example 2.5. Let w = 2143 ∈ S4. Then since n = 4, we have

w0 ? w0 = 43218765 ∈ S8, w× 14 = 21435678, and ŵ = w
(8)
0 (w× 14) = 78564321.

Hence

Z(w0?w0) = Z(43218765) =



0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

z41 z42 z43 z44 0 0 0 1

z31 z32 z33 z34 0 0 1 0

z21 z22 z23 z24 0 1 0 0

z11 z12 z13 z14 1 0 0 0


.
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The reader can check that

Iw0?w0,ŵ =

〈
z11,

∣∣∣∣∣∣
z31 z32 z33
z21 z22 z23
z11 z12 z13

∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉

,

which are the essential minors of I2143. (Compare with the first example of [KnuMil05].)
¤

3. PIPE DREAMS ON ROTHE DIAGRAMS AND THE INITIAL IDEAL OF Iv,w

3.1. The prime decomposition theorem for Iv,w. Let LT≺(f) denote the leading term of f

under the order ≺. The initial ideal

in≺Iv,w = 〈LT≺(f) : f ∈ Iv,w〉
is by virtue of Theorem 2.1 a squarefree monomial ideal. To help understand this initial
ideal, we use the Reisner–Stanley correspondence, a bijective correspondence between
squarefree monomial ideals and simplicial complexes.

Recall that given a simplicial complex ∆ on a vertex set A (so our faces are subsets of
A), the Reisner–Stanley ideal I(∆) is the squarefree monomial ideal in

S = k[xa | a ∈ A]

generated by monomials corresponding to faces not in ∆. In symbols,

I(∆) =

〈∏
a∈F

xa | F 6∈ ∆

〉
.

The Reisner–Stanley ring of ∆ is defined to be S/I(∆). Conversely, given a squarefree
monomial ideal I in the ring S, we can associate to it the Reisner–Stanley complex ∆(I),
which is the simplicial complex on A such that

F ∈ ∆(I) if
∏
a∈F

xa 6∈ I.

We now give a combinatorial description of a simplicial complex ∆v,w, which we call
the pipe complex. We will show that ∆v,w is the Reisner–Stanley complex of in≺Iv,w.

We give coordinates to an ambient n × n grid so that (1, 1) refers to the southwest
corner, (n, 1) refers to the northwest corner, and so on. Now, to each v ∈ Sn, the Rothe
diagram D(v) is the following subset of the n× n grid:

(3.1) D(v) = {(i, j) : i < n − w(j) + 1 and j < w−1(n − i + 1)}.

Alternatively, this set is described as follows. Place a dot • in position (n − w(j) + 1, j) for
1 ≤ j ≤ n. For each dot draw the “hook” that extends to the right and above that dot. The
boxes that are not in any hook are the boxes of D(v).

Notice that with these conventions, the coordinates of the boxes of D(v) are exactly the
labels for the (unspecialized) variables appearing in Z(v).

The essential set E(v) can be described as the set of those boxes which are on the north-
east edge of some connected components of D(v). To be precise,

(3.2) (i, j) ∈ E(v) if (i, j) ∈ D(v) but both (i + 1, j) 6∈ D(v) and (i, j + 1) 6∈ D(v).
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The canonical labeling of D(v) is obtained by filling the t boxes in row i with the labels
i, i + 1, . . . , i + t − 1 (with i being the label of the leftmost box). We will interchangeably
refer to a box in D(v) with label ` and a generator u` of the NilHecke algebra An. The
NilHecke algebra is the C-algebra with generators u1, . . . , un−1 and relations:

uiuj = ujui, |i − j| ≥ 2;(3.3)
uiui+1ui = ui+1uiui+1;

u2i = ui.

(The usual presentation has the relation u2i = −ui, but this equivalent presentation sim-
plifies the sequel.) The NilHecke algebra An has a basis {uw} indexed by permutations
w ∈ Sn. For the simple transposition

si := (i↔ i + 1),

let
usi := ui,

and if
w = si1 · · · si`

is any reduced transposition for w, then let

uw := ui1 · · ·ui` .

Multiplication in this basis by a generator ui is as follows.

uwui =

{
uw if wsi < w;
uwsi otherwise.

A pipe dream on D(v) is a configuration P of crosses + in a subset of boxes of D(v). Let
Pipes(v) be the set of all such pipe dreams. Associated to P is the Demazure product

∏
P

of generators u` obtained by reading the crosses in rows, from left to right, and then from
top to bottom. Fix w ∈ Sn. Following [BucRim04], a pipe dream P on D(v) is furthermore
a pipe dream for w if ∏

P = uw

Such a pipe dream is reduced if
#P = `(w).

Let
Pipes(v, w) ⊆ Pipes(v)

be the collection of all pipe dreams on D(v) for w, and let

RedPipes(v, w) ⊆ Pipes(v, w)

be the subset of reduced ones. Finally, note that if P is the pipe dream with a + in every
box of D(v) then ∏

P = uw0v.

This reformulates the well known fact that the canonical labeling of D(v) encodes, via the
reading order we use, a reduced word of w0v; see for example [Man01, Remark 2.1.9].
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Example 3.1. Let v = 31524 (in one line notation). Then the diagram D(v) and the associ-
ated canonical labeling is given below:

s
s

s s
s

1 2

2 3 4

4

Here,
E(v) = {(2, 2), (4, 2), (2, 4)}.

The reader can check that the canonical labeling gives a reduced word s4s2s3s4s1s2 for
w0v.

Let w = 13254 = s2s4 = s4s2. Then RedPipes(v, w) consists of:
· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
+ · · · ·
· · · · ·

· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
· · · · ·
· + · · ·

· · · · ·
· · · · ·
· · · · ·
+ · · + ·
· · · · ·

· · · · ·
· · · · ·
· · · · ·
· · · + ·
· + · · ·

whereas Pipes(v, w) consists of the above pipe dreams together with:
· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
+ · · + ·
· · · · ·

· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
· · · + ·
· + · · ·

· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
+ · · · ·
· + · · ·

· · · · ·
· · · · ·
· · · · ·
+ · · + ·
· + · · ·

· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
+ · · + ·
· + · · ·

Lastly, Pipes(v) consists of the above pipe dreams together with all remaining 26 − 9 = 23

pipe dreams whose Demazure product does not give w. ¤

We are now ready to define the pipe complex ∆v,w. The complex ∆v,w is a complex on
the vertex set D(v) such that F is a face if D(v) \ F contains a (reduced) pipe dream for
w0w (not w). Following [KnuMil04] it is convenient for us to label the faces of ∆v,w by
pipe dreams, so that a face F will be labeled by the pipe dream P with crosses everywhere
except at the vertices of F. This means that vertices are labeled by pipe dreams with
precisely `(w0v) − 1 +’s, and the empty face is labeled by the pipe dream with a + in
every square of D(v).

Pipe dreams on D(v) were introduced in [BucRim04] on purely combinatorial grounds.
Our main result about ∆v,w is the following, which gives a geometric rationale for these
pipe dreams. Moreover, we will use this result in the next section to geometrically ex-
plain the specialization formula of [BucRim04] for Grothendieck polynomials (as well as
a generalization).

Theorem 3.2. For v, w ∈ Sn, ∆v,w is the Reisner–Stanley complex of in≺Iv,w. Therefore, the
following prime decomposition holds:

(3.4) in≺Iv,w =
⋂

P∈RedPipes(v,w0w)

〈zij | (i, j) ∈ P〉.

The proof, basically given in parallel with the proof of Theorem 2.1, is provided in
Section 6.
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3.2. Pipe complexes are subword complexes. We now state some facts about pipe com-
plexes which will be needed in our proof of Theorem 3.2. To do so, we need to recall some
definitions from [KnuMil04]. Let

Q = (α1, . . . , α`)

be a sequence from the alphabet {1, 2, . . . , n − 1} such that if si = (i↔ i + 1) is the simple
reflection in Sn then sα1

· · · sα`
is a reduced word for v ∈ Sn. In particular, ` = `(v).

Fix w ∈ Sn and a word Q in the simple generators {s1, . . . , sn−1}. In [KnuMil04], the
subword complex ∆(Q, w) is defined to be the simplicial complex where the vertex set is
the positions 1, 2, . . . , ` of Q with F ⊆ {1, . . . , `} defined to be a facet if and only if

∏
Q \ F,

the product of simple roots corresponding to the positions {1, . . . , `} \F, is a reduced word
for w. More generally, faces

F ∈ ∆(Q, w)

correspond to subwords of Q such that∏
Q \ F ≥ w

in Bruhat order.
Let us record the following result, which is immediate from results of [KnuMil04] and

our definitions.

Proposition 3.3. ∆v,w is the subword complex ∆(Q, w0w) where Q is the canonical labeling of
D(v) in our reading order and therefore a reduced word for w0v. Hence ∆v,w is shellable and home-
omorphic to a ball or a sphere. Moreover, the facets of ∆v,w are labeled by P ∈ RedPipes(v, w0w)
and interior faces labeled by P ∈ Pipes(v, w0w).

Proof. From the definition of ∆v,w and ∆(Q, w0w) the first claim amounts to the well-
known fact that the canonical filling encodes a reduced word for w0v. The remain-
ing results are general properties of any subword complex; see Theorems 2.5 and 3.7
in [KnuMil04]. ¤

Example 3.4. Let v = 31542. Then D(v) and the canonical labeling are given by:

ss
s

s
s

1

2

2

3

4

Let w = 53142 and hence w0w = 13524 = s4s2s3. Then the pipe complex ∆v,w =
∆31542,53142 is the one dimensional ball of Figure 1. ¤

Example 3.5. Let v = 31452 and w = 53142. So w0w = 13524 = s4s2s3 as above. We have:

s
s

s
s

s
1

2

2

3

3

4
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s s
· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
+ + · · ·
+ · · · ·

· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
+ + · · ·
· + · · ·

· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
+ + · · ·
· · · · ·

FIGURE 1. ∆31542,53142 is a one-dimensional ball

s s

s s

s

A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A

AA

¢
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢

¢
¢

¢
¢¢

A
A
A
AA

A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A

¢
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢¢· · · · ·

· + · · ·
· · · · ·
+ + · · ·
· · · · ·

· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
+ + · · ·
+ · + · ·

· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
+ · · · ·
+ + + · ·

· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
· · · · ·
· + + · ·

· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
+ · · · ·
· · + · ·

· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
+ + · · ·
· · + · ·

· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
+ · · · ·
· + + · ·

· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
+ + · · ·
+ · · · ·

· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
+ · · · ·
+ · + · ·

· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
· · · · ·
+ + + · ·

· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
+ + · · ·
· + · · ·

· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
+ + · · ·
· + + · ·

· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· + + · ·

· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
+ + · · ·
+ + · · ·

· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
· + · · ·
+ + + · ·

FIGURE 2. ∆31452,53142 is a two dimensional ball

Therefore, ∆v,w = ∆31452,53142 is the complex given by Figure 2.
¤

3.3. The interlacing strands of pipe dreams. Theorem 3.2 explains the geometric natu-
rality of drawing pipe dreams as we do rather than considering them only abstractly as
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subwords of a fixed reduced word. This is closer to the point of view of [KnuMil05] or
[KnuMilYon05] than of [KnuMil04] or [Knu08].

Moreover, there is a further combinatorial property of pipe dreams in Pipes(v, w), also
not seen at the subword level, that furthermore justifies the nomenclature in relation to
graphical objects of [FomKir94], so named RC graphs in [BerBil93] and renamed pipe
dreams in [KnuMil05]. In those earlier papers, one tiles each square on an n × n grid by
crosses + and elbows ¥§ , resulting in an attractive collection of strands which visibly
encode a permutation. Let us explain how we can similarly introduce strands into our
pipe dreams.

Given the diagram D(v) of v, let flatten(D(v)) denote the flattening of D(v), which
is defined by compressing the squares in each column southward past all non-diagram
squares. This fixes an obvious bijection between D(v) and flatten(D(v)). Moreover, if
P ∈ Pipes(v, w) then we can construct a new pipe dream P̂ by placing a cross + in each
square of flatten(D(v)) if and only if a cross + appears in the corresponding square of
D(v). Now define P by inserting an elbow ¥§ in all other 1×1 squares of the n×n grid.

Proposition 3.6. If P ∈ RedPipes(v, w), then P consists of pipes such that the strand that starts
in column i ends in row w(i) (as counted from the bottom). In addition, no two strands cross more
than once, and crosses + occur in the strict lower triangular part.

Proof. Consider the configuration P on the n × n grid. Adorn the said grid with the
canonical labeling, so 1, 2, . . . , n will line the bottom-most row, then 2, 3, . . . , n − 1 will
line the next row, etc. Now note that flatten sends each + in P to a + in P such that the
associated labeling under the canonical labelings of D(v) and n×n is the same. Moreover,
the reading words of both pipe dreams is the same. Finally, notice that there are at most
n − i boxes of D(v) in column i. Hence P must have all of its +’s in the strict lower
triangular part of n×n. Therefore, it follows from the discussion found in Section 5 (and
specifically of Example 5.1) of [KnuMil04] that P is a pipe dream for w in the sense of
[FomKir94], and the proposition follows. ¤

Example 3.7. Below are the facets P ∈ RedPipes(31452, 13524) of the pipe complex from
Figure 2, and their corresponding flattenings P .

· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
+ + · · ·
· · · · ·

· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
· · · · ·
· + + · ·

· · · · ·
· + · · ·
· · · · ·
+ · · · ·
· · + · ·

5 ¥
4 ¥§ ¥
3 ¥§ ¥
2 ¥§ ¥
1 ¥§ ¥§ ¥§ ¥§ ¥

1 2 3 4 5

5 ¥
4 ¥§ ¥
3 ¥§ ¥
2 ¥§ ¥§ ¥§ ¥
1 ¥§ ¥§ ¥

1 2 3 4 5

5 ¥
4 ¥§ ¥
3 ¥§ ¥
2 ¥§ ¥§ ¥
1 ¥§ ¥§ ¥§ ¥

1 2 3 4 5

¤
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Note that in the special case where P ∈ RedPipes(w0 ? w0, ŵ), flattening D(w0 ? w0)
does nothing:

flatten(D(w0 ? w0)) = D(w0 ? w0),

and P̂ = P . Then these P are precisely all the pipe dreams for w (after rotation and
reflection to match conventions) in the sense of [FomKir94].

4. (UN)SPECIALIZING GROTHENDIECK POLYNOMIALS

4.1. Four cases of torus actions and their weights. We describe some torus actions on
Fun[Ω◦

v]
∼= C[z(v)] we use in this paper.

First and more importantly, the action of T ∼= (C?)n on Flags(Cn) induces what we
will call the usual action. This action is the left action of diagonal matrices on B-cosets
of G written in our coordinates. The action rescales rows independently and rescales
columns dependently, as upon rescaling a row one must rescale a corresponding column
to ensure there is a 1 in position (n − v(j) + 1, j) (as read with our usual upside-down
matrix coordinates). Adopting the usual convention that the homomorphism picking out
the i-th diagonal entry is the weight ti and writing weights additively, this action gives
the matrix entry at (i, j) the weight tn−i+1−tv(j). The variable zij is the coordinate function
on this matrix entry and therefore (the torus action on the variable) has weight

wt(zij) = tv(j) − tn−i+1.

Note that the weight of Zi,j is always a positive root, and hence a positive integer linear
combination of the positive simple roots ti − ti+1. This action always fixes the coordinate
ring of Nv,w.

Second, in the special case of the usual action where

v = w0 ? w0

(as defined after Corollary 2.4), this usual action can be thought of as independently
rescaling the bottom n rows and the leftmost n columns, while dependently scaling the
remaining rows and columns to fix the matrix outside of the southwest n× n block. It is
convenient in this case to relabel the weights by

xj = tn−j+1 = tv(j), and yi = t2n+1−i.

This gives each variable zij the weight

wt(zij) = xj − yi.

In this case, as explained in the proof of Corollary 2.4, the Kazhdan–Lusztig variety
Nw0?w0,ŵ is the matrix Schubert variety Xw defined in Section 2.3. We will see that the mul-
tidegree and K-polynomial of the coordinate ring of Nw0?w0,ŵ with respect to this grading
and weight labeling are respectively the double Schubert and double Grothendieck poly-
nomials of [LasSch82a, LasSch82b].

Third, there is the action of C? that equally rescales each variable in C[z(v)] with the
same weight t; this is the dilation action. This action fixes Nv,w if Iv,w is homgeneous
under the standard grading that assigns each variable zij

wt(zij) = 1.

In this case we say that Iv,w is standardly homogeneous. As was pointed out to us in a pri-
vate communication by A. Knutson, this automatically happens if there exists a coweight
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λ for which 〈tv(j) − tn−i+1, λ〉 = 1 for all i, j where zij is a variable in C[z(v)], in which case
we say that w0v is λ-cominuscule. Note that this condition does not depend on w. If we
take into account w, there are other cases for which Nv,w is fixed by the dilation action,
but we know of no useful characterization; see Section 5.

Fourth and finally, there is the rescaling action of (C?)`(w0v) that independently rescales
each variable zij with weight

wt(zij) = tij.

This action preserves only unions of coordinate subspaces (and other monomial sub-
schemes in our coordinates).

4.2. Variously graded K-polynomials and multidegrees. We now use some notions from
combinatorial commutative algebra which can be found in the textbook [MilStu05].

Consider a polynomial ring
S = C[z1, . . . , zm]

with a grading such that zi has some degree ai ∈ ZN. A finitely graded S-module

M =
⊕
v∈ZN

Mv

over R has a free resolution

E• : 0← E1 ← E2 ← · · ·← EL ← 0

where

Ei =

βj⊕
i=1

R(−dij)

is graded with the j-th summand of Ei generated in degree dij ∈ ZN.
Then the (ZN-graded) K-polynomial of M is

K(M, t) =
∑
j

(−1)j
∑
i

tdij .

In any case where S is positively graded, meaning that the ai generate a pointed cone in
ZN, K(M, t) is the numerator of the ZN-graded Hilbert series:

Hilb(M, t) =
K(M, t)∏
i(1 − tai)

.

The multidegree C(M, t) is by definition the sum of the lowest degree terms ofK(M,1 − t).
(This means we substitute 1 − tk for tk for all k, 1 < k < N.)

In Section 4.3, the geometric underpinnings of (un)specializing Grothendieck and Schu-
bert polynomials are explained in terms of inclusions of tori. We therefore present a dis-
cussion of the necessary background now.

Suppose our grading comes from a group action of (C∗)N on S; this means that the grad-
ing group ZN is identified with the weight lattice of (C∗)N, and ai is the weight (written
additively) of the action on zi. In this case, a quotient ring S/I is a homogeneous S-module
under our grading if and only if the affine variety (or scheme) V(I) is fixed by the (C∗)N

action. Furthermore K(S/I, t) is now the equivariant K-theory class [OV(I)] ∈ K0T (Cm),
whereas C(R/I, t) is the equivariant cohomology class [V(I)] ∈ HT (Cm). Note that, while
we wrote our weights additively in describing the degree ai given to the variable zi, in
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the K-polynomial the weights are “exponentiated” and written as tai . Since Cm is con-
tractible to a point, K0T (Cm) can be identified with the KT -ring of a point, which is the
representation ring of T = (C∗)N. This ring is isomorphic to the Laurent polynomial ring
in k variables, and weights are multiplicative in this ring. On the other hand, essentially
due to [MilStu05, Prop. 8.49], weights are additive in the cohomology ring.

Suppose moreover that we have tori

T1 = (C∗)M and T2 = (C∗)N

acting on S, with a map of tori
ρ : T1 → T2

which commutes with this action. The map of tori induces a map ρ∗ from weights of T2 to
weights of T1. This in turn induces a map

K0T2
(Cm)→ K0T1

(Cm).

On the level of K-polynomials, one can obtain the K-polynomial KT1
(M, s) with respect

to the grading from T1 from the K-polynomial KT2
(M, t) by substituting sρ

∗(ei) for each
ti. (Here ei is the vector with 1 in the i-th coordinate and 0 elsewhere.) On the other
hand, weights are additive in cohomology, so one obtains the multidegree CT1

(M, s) from
CT2

(M, t) by substituting 〈ρ∗(ei), s〉 for ti.

In Section 4.3 below, S is the ring C[z(v)], considered as the coordinate ring of the affine
space Ω◦

v
∼= C`(w0v), and the torus action will be one of those specified in the previous sec-

tion. Note that there is an embedding of the (torus for) the usual action into the rescaling
action, and, in the λ-cominuscule case, an embedding (by the coweight λ) of the dilation
action into the usual action.

4.3. Unspecialized Grothendieck polynomials as K-polynomials. Recall the NilHecke
algebra An defined by (3.3) in Section 2. Consider the following generating series

G̃v =
∏

(i,j)∈D(v)

(1 + ulabel(i,j)(1 − tij)) ∈ An[{tij}],

where label(i, j) is the label in box (i, j) (in the i-th row from the bottom and j-th col-
umn from the left in accordance with our convention), of the canonical labeling of D(v)
and where the product is taken from left to right along rows and from top to bottom (in
accordance with the reading of the canonical labeling). Similar generating series were
considered in [FomKir94, BucRim04].

Now define the unspecialized Grothendieck polynomial by

Gv,w(t11, t12, . . . ) := coefficient of w0w in Gv.

It is clear from the construction that

(4.1) Gv,w(t11, t12, . . . ) =
∑

P∈Pipes(v,w0w)

(−1)#P−`(w0w)(1 − tP),

where
1 − tP =

∏
(i,j) contains a +

(1 − tij).
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We furthermore define the unspecialized Schubert polynomial by

(4.2) Sv,w =
∑

P∈RedPipes(v,w0w)

tP .

The following result interprets Gv,w(t) and Sv,w(t) in terms of the pipe complex ∆v,w:

Proposition 4.1. Gv,w(t) and Sv,w(t) are respectively the K-polynomial and multidegree of
R/in≺Iv,w under the rescaling action. Equivalently, they are the K-polynomial and multidegree
of R/Kv,w, the Reisner–Stanley ring of ∆v,w. Furthermore, Sv,w is the lowest degree term of
Gv,w(1 − t). (This is the result of substituting 1 − tij for tij for all i and j.)

Proof. From Proposition 3.3, we know ∆v,w is a ball or sphere. It is established in [KnuMil04,
Theorem 4.1] that whenever ∆ is a ball or sphere and S is its Reisner–Stanley ring, then

K(S, t) =
∑
F

(−1)dim(∆)−dim(F)
∏
i 6∈F

(1 − ti),

where the sum is over all the internal faces F of ∆. (Their statement is for the case of the
subword complex although their proof, a short derivation from Hochster’s formula [Hoc77],
applies more generally.) Now, Gv,w(t) is by construction exactly this sum for ∆v,w. (Here
our labeling of a face F by the pipe dream with crosses everywhere except the vertices
of F makes our statement much cleaner.) This proves our statement for R/Kv,w. Since
the facets of ∆v,w are precisely the faces labeled by reduced pipe dreams, the multidegree
statement for R/Kv,w follows [MilStu05, Prop. 8.49, Thm. 8.53].

Theorem 3.2 says ∆v,w is the Reisner–Stanley complex of C[z(v)]/in≺Iv,w, so the state-
ments for R/in≺Iv,w follow. (Alternatively, we can deduce this result directly from Theo-
rem 6.2.)

The stated relationship between Sv,w and Gv,w is the standard relationship between
K-polynomials and multidegrees; see [MilStu05, Chapter 8.5]. ¤

Example 4.2. Continuing Example 3.5, we have

G̃31452 = (1 + u4(1 − t42))(1 + u2(1 − t21))(1 + u3(1 − t22))(1 + u1(1 − t11))×
(1 + u2(1 − t12))(1 + u3(1 − t13)).

Expanding, and collecting all terms with coefficient

uw0w = u13524 = u4u2u3 ≡ u2u4u3

gives an alternating sum over all the internal faces of ∆31452,53142, namely

G31452,53142(t) = (1−t42)(1−t21)(1−t22)+(1−t42)(1−t21)(1−t13)+(1−t42)(1−t12)(1−t13)

− (1 − t42)(1 − t21)(1 − t22)(1 − t13) − (1 − t42)(1 − t21)(1 − t12)(1 − t13).

If we calculate the unspecialized Schubert polynomial, we get

S31452,53142(t) = t42t21t22 + t42t21t13 + t42t12t13.

¤

Rather than give a standard definition of the double Grothendieck and Schubert poly-
nomials of [LasSch82a, LasSch82b], we prefer from our viewpoint to define them via the
unspecialized versions, proving the equivalence by assuming the formula of [FomKir94].
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In fact, the final claim of the definition–theorem below recovers [KnuMil05, Theorem A],
which states that the double Grothendieck polynomial Gw(x,y) is the K-polynomial of a
matrix Schubert variety Xw (which is isomorphic to the Kazhdan–Lusztig varietyNw0?w0,ŵ

where w0 ? w0 and ŵ are defined as in the proof of Corollary 2.4).

Definition–Theorem 4.3. The double Grothendieck polynomial and double Schubert polynomial
of [LasSch82a, LasSch82b] are given by

(4.3) Gw(x,y) = Gw0?w0,ŵ(tij 7→ xj/yi), and

(4.4) Sw(x,y) = Sw0?w0,ŵ(tij 7→ xj − yi).

In particular, these give respectively the K-polynomial and multidegree of Nw0?w0,ŵ under our
special case of the usual action.

Example 4.4. Let us compute S13524(x,y). Here w = 13524, so ŵ = 10869754321 ∈ S10. To
compute Sw0?w0,ŵ(t), we consider all pipe dreams in the 5 × 5 box given by D(w0 ? w0)

whose associated product is w
(10)
0 ŵ = 13524678910 = w × 15. The reader can check that

there are six such pipe dreams, and summing up their weights under tij 7→ xi − yj gives,
by Definition–Theorem 4.3:

S13524(x,y) = (x2 − y3)(x1 − y2)(x2 − y2) + (x2 − y3)(x1 − y2)(x3 − y1)

+ (x2 − y3)(x2 − y1)(x3 − y1) + (x1 − y4)(x1 − y2)(x3 − y1) + (x1 − y4)(x1 − y2)(x2 − y2)

+ (x1 − y4)(x2 − y1)(x3 − y1)

¤

Proof of Definition–Theorem 4.3: Under our conventions, the Schubert polynomial formula
[FomKir94] states

Sw(x,y) =
∑
P

∏
(i,j)∈P

xj − yi,

where the sum is over reduced pipe dreams for w fitting inside an n×n square. Moreover,
in [FomKir94] one also has (under our conventions)

Gw(x,y) =
∑
P

(−1)#P−`(w)
∏

(i,j)∈P

1 − xj/yi,

with the sum being over all pipe dreams for w on n × n. It is straightforward to check
that Pipes(w0 ? w0, ŵ) is the same set of pipe dreams. (Previous authors write their pipe
dreams transposed and turned upside down from ours because they used conventions
natural for the study of Schubert polynomials rather than conventions natural for the
study of Schubert varieties.) Thus (4.1), after the substitution

tij 7→ xj/yi

is precisely the above formula for Gw(x,y). Similarly, (4.2) is the known formula for
Sw(x,y) after the substitution

tij 7→ xj − yi.

Hence (4.3) and (4.4) hold.
Note that the substitution tij 7→ xj/yi is precisely the map on K-polynomials induced

by the inclusion of the usual action (with relabeled weights) into the rescaling action, and
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the substituion tij 7→ xj−yi is the equivalent map for multidegrees. Thus the claim of the
final sentence follows from Theorem 2.1, Theorem 3.2, and Proposition 4.1 combined. ¤

While Definition–Theorem 4.3 exploits the usual action on Nw0?w0,ŵ for the double
Schubert and Grothendieck polynomials, the usual action on arbitrary Nv,w can be used
to geometrically explain the specialization formula [BucRim04] for double Grothendieck
polynomials. (We emphasize that the following result and its proof hold even if we define
Grothendieck polynomials as traditionally done [LasSch82b].)

Theorem 4.5. We have the equalities:

(4.5) Gw0w(tv(1), . . . , tv(n); tn, tn−1 . . . , t1) = K(Nv,w, tij 7→ tv(j)/tn−i+1)

= Gv,w(tij 7→ tv(j)/tn−i+1),

and

(4.6) Sw0w(tv(1), . . . , tv(n); tn, tn−1, . . . , t1) = C(Nv,w, tij 7→ tv(j) − tn−i+1)

= Sv,w(tij 7→ tv(j) − tn−i+1).

The equality of the first and third polynomials in each of (4.5) and (4.6) was obtained
(up to differences in conventions) by [BucRim04], who furthermore ask for a geometric
explanation. We respond to that question by showing that both are in fact equal to an
equivariant (K-theory) class of Nv,w. Our proof utilizes our Gröbner basis result, Theo-
rem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.5: The injection {ev} ↪→ Flags(Cn) induces a map

KT (Flags(Cn)) → KT (ev)

[OXw ]T 7→ [OXw ]T |ev .

Here T is the torus (C∗)n and the torus action is the usual action from Section 4.1.
Since vΩ◦

id T -equivariantly contracts to ev, and the isomorphism of Equation 2.1 is T -
equivariant, we can identify the class

[Nv,w] ∈ KT (Ω
◦
v)

with
[OXw ]T |ev∈ KT (ev).

Choosing the usual coordinates for the weight space of T , the class in KT (Ω
◦
v) of any

subscheme (or, in generalO-module) over Ω◦
v is given by its K-polynomial. Therefore, we

can make the identifications

[Nv,w] = [OXw ]T |ev= K(Nv,w, tij 7→ tv(j)/tn−i+1),

by the discussion of Section 4.1.
On the other hand, it is a folklore theorem that

[OXw ]T |ev= Gw0w(xj 7→ tv(j), yi 7→ tw0(i)).

While we could not find an explicit proof for this statement in the literature, R. Goldin
[Gol01] gave a proof for the equivalent statement for equivariant cohomology; her proof
can be seen to extend to equivariant K-theory, with the appropriate technical modifica-
tions.
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Alternatively, one can also construct a similar proof, substituting homological algebra
for geometry, as sketched below. First we impose the torus action on Mn so that the
variables in z have the weights they would have in z(v); this means giving the variable zij
the weight tv(j)/tw0(i) rather than the weight xj/yi. Now we consider the restriction map

KT (C[z])→ KT (C[z(v)]).

Since it is equivariantly contractible to the identity map from a point to a point, it is
the identity map on K-polynomials. Furthermore, since this is a map of affine schemes,
left-derived pullback is simply Tor, so for any C[z]-module Y, the class [Y] ∈ KT (C[z]) is
mapped to ∑

i

(−1)i[Tori(Y, C[z(v)])].

Equivalently, if one wants to use only algebraic arguments, this can be seen from the
calculation of Tor using a free resolution of Y and the calculation of K-polynomials from
a free resolution (or indeed any exact sequence).

Now Tor0(C[z]/Iw0w, C[z(v)]) is simply the coordinate ring of Nv,w. Furthermore, the
ideal defining C[z(v)] (defined in Section 2.2) is generated by elements of C[z] which are
a regular sequence on the coordinate ring C[z]/Iw0w of the matrix Schubert variety Xw0w.
(It can be easily seen that they are part of a system of parameters, since the ideal is gen-
erated by

(
n+1
2

)
+ `(v) elements (as

(
n
2

)
+ `(v) entries are set to 0 and n entries to 1) and

the codimension of Nv,w in Xw0w is also
(
n+1
2

)
− `(v). Since Xw0w is known to be Cohen–

Macaulay [Ful92], any part of a system of parameters is also a regular sequence.) There-
fore, by standard facts (see for example [BruHer98, Prop. 1.6.9, Thm. 1.6.17b]) in the
theory of regular sequences, Tori(C[z]/Iw, C[z(v)]) = 0 for i > 0.

Therefore, the KT -class for Xw (with respect to the action which restricts to the usual
action on C[z(v)]) restricts to the KT class for Nv,w. Since this restriction map is the identity
on K-polynomials, we must have that

[Nv,w](= [OXw ]T |ev) = Gw0w(xj 7→ tv(j), yi 7→ tw0(i)),

as desired.
Thus we obtain the first equality of (4.5). Since [ONv,w ], the K-polynomial of Nv,w, is

preserved under Gröbner degeneration, the second equality of (4.5) follows from Theo-
rem 2.1, Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 4.1 combined.

The proof of (4.6) is similar (although in this case we can directly use Goldin’s result).
¤

Example 4.6. For simplicity, let us only illustrate the Schubert polynomial assertions (4.6)
of Theorem 4.5. We continue Example 4.2 where v = 31452 and w = 53142 (and hence
w0w = 13524). Now, from Example 4.4, we have that

Sw0w(tv(1), . . . , tv(n); tn, . . . , t1) = S13524(t3, t1, t4, t5, t2; t5, t4, t3, t2, t1) =

(t1 − t3)(t3 − t4)(t1 − t4) + (t1 − t3)(t3 − t4)(t4 − t5) + (t1 − t3)(t1 − t5)(t4 − t5)

+ (t3 − t2)(t3 − t4)(t4 − t5) + (t3 − t2)(t3 − t4)(t1 − t4) + (t3 − t2)(t1 − t5)(t4 − t5)
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On the other hand, from Example 4.2, we see that

Sv,w(tij 7→ tv(j) − tn−i+1) = S31452,53142(tij 7→ tv(j) − tn−i+1) =

(t1 − t2)(t3 − t4)(t1 − t4) + (t1 − t2)(t3 − t4)(t4 − t5) + (t1 − t2)(t1 − t5)(t4 − t5).

Now, Theorem 4.5 asserts that these two polynomials in the ti’s are equal, which the
reader can check by direct computation. However, this equality is not obvious a priori. ¤

4.4. A rationale for unspecializing. The standard definition for Grothendieck and Schu-
bert polynomials is in terms of (isobaric) divided difference operators. Our rationale for
presenting this nonstandard (and highly ahistorical) definition through “unspecializa-
tion” is as follows. What [KnuMil05] taught us is that the Grothendieck and Schubert
polynomials, being presented as polynomials in the xi, yj variables is already “biased”
as a equivariant (K-theory) class of a matrix Schubert variety for the special torus action.
However, from this point of view, the specialization of these polynomials examined in
Theorem 4.5 appears geometrically unnatural and even combinatorially mysterious. Our
approach seeks to emphasize that rather than viewing the latter as a specialization of the
former, one should think that the two are specializations of two different though related
unspecialized Grothendieck polynomial. Moreover, these specializations are geometri-
cally natural, since they arise as explained in Section 4.2 from a restriction from the larger
rescaling torus action to the smaller usual torus action.

5. MULTIPLICITIES OF SCHUBERT VARIETIES

We take this opportunity to relate our work to the problem of finding positive formulas
for multiplicities of Schubert varieties.

The multiplicity of a point p in a scheme X, denoted multp(X) is defined as the degree of
the projective tangent cone Proj(grmp

OXp) as a subvariety of the projective tangent space
Proj(Sym?mp/m2

p), where (OXp , mp) is the local ring associated to p ∈ X. Equivalently, if
the Hilbert–Samuel polynomial of OXp is adx

d + ad−1x
d−1 + . . . + a0 then

multp(X) = d!ad.

The following open problem has been of interest:

Problem 5.1. Give an explicit, nonrecursive, positive combinatorial rule to compute multev(Xw),
for each (v, w) ∈ Sn × Sn.

This problem remains open for (most cases of) generalized flag varieties G/P, and even
for the case of Flags(Cn), which is our present focus. However, for minuscule G/P, a
recursive formula was given by Lakshmibai and Weyman [LakWey90]. For the spe-
cial case of the Grassmannian Gr(k, Cn) of k-dimensional planes in Cn, several closed
formulas have been given [RosZel01, Kra01, KreLak04], and similar formulas were re-
cently given for the symplectic Grassmannian [GhoRag06] and the orthogonal Grassman-
nian [RagUpa07] (both in the case of maximal isotropic subspaces).
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5.1. Homogeneity and parabolic moving. Let us now describe two facts and a conjec-
ture, which allow us to positively compute multiplicities in many cases. The first gives a
combinatorial rule whenever the Kazhdan–Lusztig ideal is homogeneous. The proof was
suggested to us by A. Knutson in a private communication of his combinatorial rule for
multiplicity problems (v, w) which holds in any type whenever w0v is λ-cominuscule (for
some weight λ). In particular w0v is λ-cominuscule in type A if it is 321-avoiding. See
[Ste01, Proposition 2.1] and Section 4.1 for details.

Fact 5.1 (Homogeneity). Suppose v, w ∈ Sn and Iv,w is homogeneous with respect to the stan-
dard grading that assigns deg(zij) = 1. Then multev(Xw) equals the number of facets of ∆v,w, or
equivalently the number of reduced pipe dreams for w on D(v).

Proof. To value of multev(Xw) equals the degree of the initial ideal of Iv,w with respect
to any term order ≺ ′ that always picks out a lowest degree term as its leading term.
However, if Iv,w is already homogeneous with respect to the standard grading, then one
can use ≺ ′:=≺, and thus the result follows from Theorems 2.1 and 3.2. ¤

Ideally, one would have a simple combinatorial characterization for when Iv,w is homo-
geneous with respect to the standard grading (see [WooYon08, Problem 5.5]). At present,
we do not know how to solve even the presumably simpler problem of determining when
the defining (or essential) minors are homogeneous.

For the purposes of computing multiplicity in general, we would need, as stated in the
proof above, a Grobner basis under any term order that picks out a lowest degree term.
The defining determinants are not a Gröbner basis in general for any such term orders
we have tried. However, as we shall see below, it suffices to solve only a subset of these
problems.

To see this, let us now recall another well-known trick. Let

T = {si = (i↔ i + 1) | siw < w}.

These are known as the left descents of w. Similarly let

T ′ = {si = (i↔ i + 1) | wsi < w}

be the set of right descents of w. In general, given a Schubert variety Xw, the parabolic
subgroup

PT ⊂ G

generated by B and the transpositions in T acts on it by left multiplication. In particular,
if siw < w, then this action induces an isomorphism of a local neighbourhood of ev in
Xw with a local neighbourhood of esiv in Xw, thus preserving all local properties at these
points. Moreover, since local properties are preserved under inverse (as Nv,w is isomor-
phic to Nv−1,w−1), we also have that, if wsi < w, then a similar statement holds for ev and
evsi in Xw. Summarizing, one can compute invariants of ev in Xw from ev ′ in Xw whenever
v and v ′ are in the same double coset ST vST ′ in Sn. Here ST and ST ′ denote respectively
the subgroups of Sn generated by the simple transpositions in T and T ′.

Applying the above trick to computing multiplicity, we have:

Fact 5.2 (Parabolic moving). If siw < w, then multev(Xw) = multesiv(Xw). Similarly, if
wsi < w, then multevsi

(Xw) = multev(Xw).
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Combining Facts 5.1 and 5.2, one can hope to positively compute multev(Xw) by using
parabolic moving to instead calculate multev ′

(Xw) where

v ′ ∈ ST vST ′

and Iv ′,w is standardly homogeneous.
Actually, we expect conjecturally that there is a particular “good” v ′ ∈ ST vST ′ to use.

Define
v ′ = vmax

to be parabolically maximal if it is maximal (in Bruhat order) in its double coset ST vST ′ .
Each double coset has a unique maximal element. Combinatorially, if v ′ is parabolically
maximal (for some v) if its left and right descent sets contain those of w. Moreover given
v, we can find vmax by first rearranging in decreasing order the entries of v with numbers
corresponding to segments of consecutive generators of T , then rearranging the result-
ing permutation so that entries in positions corresponding to segments of consecutive
generators of T ′ are in decreasing order.

Example 5.2. Let v = 316298475 ≤ w = 896354721. Then the left descents and right
descents of w are given respectively by

T = {s1, s2, s4, s5, s7} and T ′ = {s2, s3, s5, s7, s8}.

In order to obtain vmax, the elements s1 and s2 of T indicate that one should rearrange the
labels 1, 2, 3 in v in decreasing order, whereas the elements s4 and s5 of T indicate that
one should then rearrange the labels 4, 5, 6 in v in decreasing order, and s7 indicates that
8 should be put before 7. Doing this, one obtains v 7→ 326198574. Now, similarly, the
elements s2 and s3 of T ′ tell us to rearrange the positions 2, 3, 4 of 326198574, and so on.
This process then terminates with vmax = 362198754. ¤

Our discussion above shows that to solve all multiplicity problems, it suffices to solve
the parabolically maximal ones. The following asserts that it suffices to check the ho-
mogeneity of Ivmax,w if one wishes to know if Facts 5.1 and 5.2 suffice to compute the
multiplicity of ev on Xw.

Conjecture 5.3 (Parabolic maximality). Suppose the Kazhdan–Lusztig ideal Iv,w is standardly
homogeneous. If wsi < w but vsi > v, then Ivsi,w is standardly homogeneous, and similarly, if
siw < w but siv > v, then Isiv,w is standardly homogeneous. Therefore, Ivmax,w is standardly
homogeneous.

The final sentence of Conjecture 5.3 clearly follows by induction using the second sen-
tence. It seems plausible that one can deduce the second sentence using similar analysis
as in our proof of Proposition 6.15 in Section 6.2, although we do not pursue this here.

5.2. Computational results and Monte Carlo simulation. Together Facts 5.1, 5.2 and
Conjecture 5.3 provide a useful means to solve multiplicity problems. We can use the
symbolic algebra software Macaulay 2 to computationally check whether Iv,w is stan-
dardly homogeneous, by first applying trim to the set of defining (or essential) minors of
Iv,w and then using the function isHomogeneous. Testing on the set

Γn := {(v, w) ∈ Sn × Sn | v < w in Bruhat order},

we found by exhaustive search that, for n = 5, 74% of all problems fall to Fact 5.1 alone.
However, not suprisingly, the success percentage falls off quickly.
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On the other hand, if we also use Fact 5.2 and consistently replace (v, w) ∈ Γn with
(vmax, w) ∈ Γn, the success percentage increases rather substantially. By exhaustive search,
all problems for n ≤ 4 are solved this way while 98.5% of the 3871 problems are solved
for n = 5. Moreover, Monte Carlo simulation estimates are summarized in the following
table:

n 6 7 8 9 10
success % 94 86 73 62 46

TABLE 1. Estimates of success percentage with 2, 000 Monte Carlo trials,
using Facts 5.1 and 5.2.

We found it encouraging that such simple tricks allow one to cover such a large fraction
of all multiplicity problems for even up to n = 10.

Let us collect a few more computationally determined facts:

Fact 5.3. (I) Ivmax,w need not be standardly homogeneous, one example is

I13425,34512 = 〈z11, z12, z21, z13z22z31 − z14z41〉
(Therefore, Conjecture 5.3, even if true, would not solve all multiplicity problems).

(II) Iv,w may be standardly homogeneous even if w0v is not 321-avoiding (and therefore not
λ-cominuscule for any λ); for example

I45213,54231 = 〈z33〉.
(III) Iv,w might not be standardly homogeneous even if Ivmax,w is. (Hence the converse to Con-

jecture 5.3 is false.) For example,

Iv,w = I31524,43512 = 〈z11, z12, z24z42 − z22〉
while

Ivmax,w = I41532,43512 = 〈z11, z12, z42〉.

It is worthwhile to mention that, as with all checks on Γn, the computational demands
are large for n ≥ 6. On the other hand, it is not difficult to Bernoulli sample a pair (v, w) ∈
Γn uniformly at random. One can independently and uniformly pick two permutations
σ, ρ ∈ Sn, and reject until either σ ≤ ρ or ρ ≤ σ. In the first case, one returns (u, v) = (σ, ρ)
while in the latter case one returns (u, v) = (ρ, σ).

In our experience, this approach allows one to practically estimate success probabili-
ties for n beyond the reach of exhaustive search, in the sense that the true bottleneck in
computation comes from the Gröbner basis computations. In particular, Conjecture 5.3 is
endorsed up to n ≤ 10 using this method.

We also remark that rigorous analysis of the likelihood of picking a Bruhat comparable
pair from Sn×Sn was performed recently by A. Hammett and B. Pittel [HamPit08]. They
bound this probability by

c1(0.708n) ≤ P[u ≤ v or v ≤ u|(u, v) ∈ Sn × Sn] ≤ c2
1

n2
,

for universal constants c1, c2 > 0. Moreover they conjecture this probability is about
n−3/2. If their conjecture is true, then one would expect the Bernoulli sampling algorithm
to terminate quickly, in about O(n3/2) trials, which agrees with our experience.
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The above computations support the idea that Monte Carlo simulation is a useful re-
source when studying algebraic combinatorics and computational commutative algebra
such as that present in [WooYon08]. In that work, one needs to sample elements of Γn sat-
isfying “interval pattern avoidance conditions”. This motivates the need for more sophis-
ticated (and efficient) sampling algorithms (via methods such as Markov Chain Monte
Carlo or importance sampling); further discussion may appear elsewhere.

5.3. Formulas in the Grassmannian case. Now suppose w ∈ Sn is co-Grassmannian,
meaning that it has a unique ascent w(k) < w(k + 1) (or, equivalently, that there is at
most one simple transposition sk with the property that wsk > w). Let us consider the
multiplicity problem in only this case. In general, if v ≤ w, it is not true that v is also co-
Grassmannian. However, observe that we can always replace v by vmax, which is then (by
the discussion of Section 5.1), co-Grassmannian, with its unique ascent also in position
k. This reduces the problem to computing multiplicities on Grassmannians, a problem
previously considered in [LakWey90, RosZel01, Kra01]. In summary these results provide
determinantal and tableau based formulas for the multiplicity. Our goal here is to provide
a (mildly) more general, simpler, formula (being valid for all v ≤ w and not only co-
Grassmannian v ≤ w), together with a new conceptual explanation for the appearance of
these formulas, using the results of this paper.

Let us therefore assume unless otherwise stated that v ≤ w are both co-Grassmannian
with the same ascent position k. The co-Grassmannian assumption on v allows us to
easily check that the defining generators of Iv,w are homogeneous with respect to the
standard grading. In fact, homogeneity also follows from w0v being λ-cominuscule.

Consequently, Fact 5.1 guarantees that the multiplicity of ev in Xw is the number of
reduced pipe dreams on D(v) for w0w. Note that w0w is a Grassmannian permutation,
meaning one with a unique descent, in this case at position k. Moreover, under the present
assumptions one can establish a bijection between reduced pipe dreams for w0w in D(v)
and “flagged” semistandard tableaux, as we explain below.

First we need some standard facts about the combinatorics of co-Grassmannian permu-
tations. To each such permutation w with its unique ascent at position k, we associate a
partition

λ(w) = (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λk ≥ 0)

by setting
λk−i+1 = n − w(i) + 1 − i.

Hence, for example, if w = 975386421 then λ(w) = (4 ≥ 2 ≥ 1 ≥ 0). If v and w are
two co-Grassmannian permutations both with ascents at k, then λ(v) ⊇ λ(w) if and only
if v ≤ w. Note under these conventions |λ| =

∑
i λi is the codimension of Xw in Flags(Cn),

which
(
n
2

)
− `(w) or equivalently the number of non-inversions in w.

The boxes of flatten(D(v)) form the shape λ(v) rotated 180 degrees and conjugated
(transposed). Now consider the flattened pipe dreams inside flatten(D(v)), as in Sec-
tion 3.3. The co-Grassmannian assumption on w (and hence Grassmannian assumption
on w0w) implies that we can produce each reduced pipe dream for w0w by the following
procedure, which we describe in terms of pipe dreams drawn on flatten(D(v)) rather
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than on D(v). One can easily recover reduced pipe dreams in RedPipes(v, w0w) by un-
flattening.

Start with the starting pipe dream, which is the unique pipe dream whose +’s form the
shape λ(w) rotated 180 degrees, conjugated, and placed in the lower right hand corner of
flatten(D(v)). Then, locally, one can make the transformation

(5.1) · ·
· +

7→ + ·
· ·

where each 2×2 configuration describes a subsquare of flatten(D(v)), and the “·” refers
to a square of flatten(D(v)) without a +. Such a transformation will produce another re-
duced pipe dream for w0w, and one can generate any reduced pipe dream for w0w which
fits inside flatten(D(v)) by some sequence of such transformations from the starting
pipe dream.

We now associate a semistandard Young tableau of shape λ(w) to each reduced pipe
dream for w0w on flatten(D(v)). We associate to the starting pipe dream the super-
semistandard starting tableau of shape λ(w) ′, defined to have label m in every box of
row m. More generally, each + in the starting tableau is in obvious bijection with a box
of λ(w), and following the local transformation (5.1) allows one to coherently associate
each + of any pipe dream to a box of λ(w), namely the box associated to the + in the
starting tableau that it came from. Now if a + is in the i-th column of flatten(D(v)),
counting from the right (and starting with the first column having a box), then we put an
i in the corresponding box of λ(w). The resulting tableau can be seen (by induction) to be
semi-standard. These conclusions essentially follow from the analysis of [KnuMilYon05]
together with Section 3.3.

For example, if λ(v) = (5, 4, 4, 2) and λ(w) = (4, 2, 1, 0) we have that the starting pipe
dream (after rotating 180-degrees) and the starting tableau are (after flattening, rotating
and conjugating):

(5.2) + + + +

+ +

+

↔ 1 1 1 1

2 2

3

,

and all others are obtained by the local moves (5.1), rotated, which look like

(5.3) + ·
· · 7→ · ·

· +

Not every semistandard tableau of shape λ(w) can be obtained this way. The maximum
entry of row m of such a tableau T is bounded from above by how far south the rightmost
+ in the m-th row of the starting pipe dream can travel and remain inside λ(v). Thus in
the above example, the possible semistandard tableau are of shape λ(w) = (4, 2, 1) such
that the entries in the first, second and third rows respectively are bounded by 1, 3, and
4. In general, this is given by bm, which is the row at the bottom of the largest square that
contains the right most box of λ(w)m as its northwest corner and is contained inside λ(v).
In symbols:

bm = max
i

{λ(v)i ≥ λ(w)m + i − m}.

Clearly the sequence b = (b1, b2, . . . , bk) is weakly increasing.
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Example 5.4. Let v = 743198652 ≤ w = 975286431. Then

λ(v) = (5, 4, 4, 2) ⊇ λ(w) = (4, 2, 1, 0).

The diagram D(v) and its canonical labeling are depicted below:

s
s s

s

s s
s s

s

1 2 3 4

2 3 4 5

4 5 6

5 6 7

8

After flattening D(v) we obtain the shape (4, 4, 3, 3, 1) as read from bottom to top. This is
the conjugate shape of λ(v). The starting pipe dream is given by

s
s s

s

s s
s s

s

+ + +

+ +

+

+

The reader can check that the associated reduced word for this starting pipe dream is
s7s6s4s5s2s3s4 = w0w = 135824679.

After conjugating and rotating, the pipe dreams are precisely those which can be ob-
tained via a sequence of local moves from (5.3) the starting pipe dream depicted in (5.2).
These are then in natural bijection with the semistandard tableaux with row bounds
(1, 3, 4):

1 1 1 1

2 2

3

, 1 1 1 1

2 3

3

, 1 1 1 1

2 2

3

, 1 1 1 1

2 3

4

, 1 1 1 1

3 3

4

.

Hence multv(Xw) = 5. ¤

The weight generating series ∑
T

xwt(T)
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where the sum runs over all semistandard tableaux of shape λ with row entries flagged
(bounded) by a vector d is called the flagged Schur polynomial. A standard Gessel–
Viennot type argument shows that∑

T

xwt(T) = det(hλi−i+j(x1, . . . xbi
)),

where hd(x1, . . . , xb) is the complete homogeneous symmetric function of degree d in the
variables x1, . . . , xb. See [Man01, Cor 2.6.3] for details.

By setting x1 = x2 = . . . = 1 into this formula, we obtain a formula for the multiplicity
as a determinant of a matrix with binomial coefficient entries.

The above discussion therefore proves the following theorem:

Theorem 5.5. Let w ∈ Sn be a co-Grassmannian permutation with unique ascent at position
k. Then if v ≤ w, we have that vmax is co-Grassmannian with unique ascent at position k, and
multev(Xw) equals the number of semistandard flagged Young tableau of shape λ = λ(w) flagged
by the vector b given by

bm = max
i

{λ(vmax)i ≥ λ(w)m + i − m}.

In addition, we have the determinantal formula

multev(Xw) = det

((
bi + λi − i + j − 1

λi − i + j

))
1≤i,j≤`(λ)

,

where `(λ) is the number of nonzero parts of λ.

Example 5.6. Continuing the previous example, we have

multev(Xw) =


(
b1+λ1−1

λ1

) (
b1+λ1

λ1+1

) (
b1+λ1+1
λ1+2

)(
b2+λ2−2
λ2−1

) (
b2+λ2−1

λ2

) (
b2+λ2

λ2+1

)(
b3+λ3−3
λ3−2

) (
b3+λ3−2
λ3−1

) (
b3+λ3−1

λ3

)
 =

 (44) (
5
5

) (
6
6

)(
3
1

) (
4
2

) (
5
3

)(
2

−1

) (
3
0

) (
4
1

)
 = 5,

in agreement with our previous computation. ¤

Although our formula is also a determinant of a matrix of binomial coefficients, it is
different from the ones given in [LakWey90] and [RosZel01]. Presumably it would not
be difficult to show the formulas are equivalent through a succession of determinantal
identities. Our tableau rule is also different than the one given by [Kra01] to explain the
positivity and equivalence of these two determinantal expressions; his rule instead counts
semistandard tableaux of an irregular shape satisfying certain column and row bounds.
The intermediate pipe dream arguments we use, as we have said, are closely related
to [KnuMilYon05]. However, they also appear in later work, specifically of V. Kreiman
[Kre08] and T. Ikeda and H. Naruse [IkeNar07], for reasons similar to ours. The rather
trivial distinction is that these authors focus on T -fixed points on the Grassmannian itself
rather than on Schubert varieties in the flag variety indexed by co-Grassmannian permu-
tations as we do here.

Our proof gives a Gröbner geometry explanation of the appearance of tableaux: the
multiplicity is the degree of the Kazhdan–Lusztig ideal Iv,w, which can via Theorems 2.1
and 3.2 be thought of geometrically as the number of components of in≺Iv,w and combi-
natorially as the number of pipe dreams. These pipe dreams are in this case transparently
in bijection with flagged semistandard tableaux.
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Perhaps notable is the appearance of flagged tableaux in our formulas for the multiplic-
ity. Flagged tableaux and flagged Schur functions most often appear in the combinatorics
of co-vexillary permutations and their Schubert polynomials. While co-Grassmannian
permutations are co-vexillary, our proof does not extend in general to cases where w or
v is co-vexillary. Algebraically, this amounts to the fact that the Kazhdan–Lusztig ideal
is no longer homogeneous with respect to the standard grading (even if one replaces v

by vmax). Instead, a more refined degeneration argument is needed; the second author is
presently investigating this problem with L. Li.

The argument we use should work more generally to give formulas for Xw ⊆ G/B

when w0w is λ-cominuscule. In particular, one should be able to obtain determinantal
formulas for multiplicities of Schubert varieties of G/P where P is a co-minuscule maxi-
mal parabolic.

6. PROOF OF THEOREMS 2.1 AND 3.2

Let R = C[z(v)] and suppose

Iv,w := 〈m1, . . . , mN〉 ⊆ R

where m1, . . . ,mN (for some N) are the essential minors, as explained in Section 1.2 (using
(3.1 and (3.2)). Let

(6.1) Jv,w := 〈LT≺(m1), . . . , LT≺(mN)〉 ⊆ in≺Iv,w

be the ideal generated by the leading terms of the essential minors, with respect to the
term order ≺ defined in Section 1.3. By definition, the containment is an equality if and
only if {m1, . . . , mN} is a Gröbner basis with respect to ≺.

The key technical step for our proof of Theorems 2.1 and 3.2 is the following.

Theorem 6.1. If a pipe dream P does not label a face of ∆v,w, then the corresponding monomial
zP in R is divisible by one of the leading terms LT≺(m1), . . . , LT≺(mN) of an essential minor of
Jv,w.

The converse also holds, and follows from Theorem 2.1, but we will not need this.
We also need the following theorem.

Theorem 6.2. Let R/Kv,w be the Reisner–Stanley ring of ∆v,w. Then

K(R/Kv,w, t) = K(R/Iv,w, t),

where the K-polynomials are calculated relative to the grading given by the usual action defined in
Section 4.1.

Delaying the proof of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2, we are now ready to give the:
Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 2.1: Let

Kv,w = the Reisner–Stanley ideal of the pipe complex ∆v,w.

Theorem 6.1 implies that if P is a nonface of ∆v,w then P is in Jv,w. Hence

(6.2) Kv,w ⊆ Jv,w ⊆ in≺Iv,w,

where the latter containment reiterates (6.1).
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So by (6.2) we have surjections

R/Kv,w ³ R/Jv,w ³ R/in≺Iv,w.

Theorem 6.2 states that
K(R/Kv,w, t) = K(R/Iv,w, t).

Hence the above containments are actually equalities, and

Kv,w = Jv,w = in≺Iv,w.

Thus the essential minors of Iv,w are Gröbner with respect to ≺. Moreover ∆v,w is the
Reisner–Stanley complex of the initial ideal.

The above argument only proves the theorem when k = C, since we have used facts
about Schubert varieties that are proved only for that case. (See, specifically, the proof
of Theorem 6.2.) However, the general case follows since all coefficients of terms in the
essential minors are ±1. ¤

Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 3.2: In the proof of Theorem 2.1 we saw that ∆v,w is the
Reisner–Stanley complex of the initial ideal in≺Iv,w. By Proposition 3.3, ∆v,w is homeo-
morphic to a ball or sphere. In particular it is equidimensional with the stated facets.
Hence the prime decomposition claim follows . ¤

In the remainder of this section, we prove Theorems 6.1 and 6.2.

6.1. Vertex decompositions of simplical complexes. Given a simplicial complex ∆ and
a vertex V ∈ ∆, the deletion of V is the set of the faces of ∆ that do not contain V :

delV(∆) = {F ∈ ∆ : V 6∈ F}.

The link of V consists of the faces in the deletion which remain faces of ∆ after adding V :

linkV(∆) = {F ∈ ∆ : V 6∈ F, F ∪ {V} ∈ ∆},

and the star of V is:
starV(∆) = coneV(linkV(∆)).

Moreover, one has the decomposition

∆ = delV(∆) ∪ starV(∆).

A good case is when delV(∆) is homeomorphic to a dimension d-ball Bd and linkV(∆) ∼=
Bd−1 is on the spherical surface of starV(∆), whence we can deduce ∆ ∼= Bd. This gives
an inductive way of proving ballness (or similarly sphereness) of ∆ by a good ordering of
the vertices of ∆, and additionally implies a shelling of ∆.

The above type of reasoning was introduced in [BilPro79] and exploited in [KnuMil05]
to deduce that all subword complexes, and therefore the complexes ∆v,w, are balls or
spheres. We will use this inductive framework to prove Theorem 6.1. In [KnuMilYon05],
A. Knutson, E. Miller and the second author developed a theory of “geometric vertex de-
compositions” by which one can inductively deduce Gröbnerness of a generating set of
an ideal I by the Gröbnerness of a related generating set for a partial Gröbner degener-
ation I ′ of I. However, we will not use this theory, but rather base our induction on the
following observation, whose proof is immediate from the definitions:

Lemma 6.3. Let S be a set of vertices on any simplicial complex ∆ and V a vertex of ∆.
The set S is a nonface of ∆ if and only if either:
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(1) The vertex V ∈ S, and S \ {V} is a nonface of linkV(∆).
(2) The vertex V 6∈ S, and S is a nonface of the delV(∆).

Let zlast be the largest letter under the term order≺ (which is the rightmost, then south-
most variable appearing in Z(v)). For the remainder of this paper, let V be the associated
vertex of ∆v,w, which is the vertex labeled by the pipe dream having a cross + in every
position of D(v) except at the position of zlast.

Theorem 6.4 (See [KnuMil04], proof of Theorem 2.5). Let i be the last ascent of v and si the
corresponding adjacent transposition.

(A) If i is an descent of w, then V is a cone point of ∆v,w, and

linkV(∆v,w) = delV(∆v,w) ∼= ∆vsi,w.

(B) If i is an ascent of w, then

linkV(∆v,w) ∼= ∆vsi,w and delV(∆v,w) ∼= ∆vsi,wsi .

In [KnuMil04], the authors find a vertex decomposition of any subword complex at
the vertex associated to the last letter of Q. In view of Proposition 3.3, we can deduce
Theorem 6.4 from their results (or proof). That said, to exploit the vertex decomposition
in our proof of Theorem 6.1, we need to have handy the specific homeomorphisms we
use in terms of the pipe complex. (See claims inside the proof below.) Explaining them
amounts to a proof of Theorem 6.4 anyway.

Our proofs of Theorems 6.1 and 6.4 use the following straightforward fact:

Lemma 6.5. Let v ∈ Sn and i be the last ascent of v. Then the placement of boxes of D(v) and
D(vsi) agree in all columns except i and i + 1. Moreover, to obtain D(vsi) from D(v), move all
the boxes of D(v) in column i strictly above row v(i + 1) one box to the right, and also delete the
box (that must appear) in position (v(i + 1), i) of D(v).

Also, we need:

Lemma 6.6. Let i be the last ascent of v. The rightmost and southmost box of D(v) (which is the
position of zlast) is in column i, and, moreover, the canonical labeling fills that box with i.

Proof. Note that the label of a box under the canonical labeling is the “Manhattan dis-
tance” of that box from the southwest corner minus the number of dots southwest of the
box. From this description, the canonical labeling is the same whether it is defined by
rastering along rows or columns. The Lemma follows from the latter description. ¤

Example 6.7. Let v = 142653. Then the last ascent occurs at i = 3. In Figure 3 we draw
the diagrams for D(v) and D(vsi), as an illustration of Lemma 6.5 and 6.6.

¤

Proof of Theorem 6.4: We first prove (A). Since the facets of ∆v,w are pipe dreams P such
that
∏
P is a reduced word for w0w, the assertion that V is a cone point of ∆v,w amounts

to the following:

Claim 6.8. No reduced pipe dream for w0w puts a + at zlast.
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FIGURE 3. D(v) versus D(vsi)

Proof of Claim 6.8: Combine Lemma 6.6 with the hypothesis that i is an ascent of w0w. ¤

Whenever one vertex decomposes at a cone point, the link is automatically equal to
(rather than merely being a subset of) the deletion. Thus we complete (A) by proving:

Claim 6.9. The homeomorphism between

delV(∆v,w) = linkV(∆v,w) and ∆vsi,w

is obtained as follows: given a pipe dream Pipe(P) of a face P ∈ delV(∆v,w), construct a pipe
dream Pipe(P̃) of a face P̃ of ∆vsi,w by first deleting the + in the position of zlast and moving each
remaining + in column i of Pipe(P) one step to the right into column i + 1.

Proof of Claim 6.9: By Lemma 6.5, it follows that P̃ is a pipe dream for D(vsi). Since

P ∈ delV(∆v,w),

Pipe(P) has a + at the position of zlast. Now by Lemma 6.6,
∏
P has an si at the right end

of the Demazure product, and this product is by assumption equal to w0w. But w0w has
an ascent at position i, so it follows that the same Demazure product with si removed still
gives w0w. This latter product is the same as

∏
P̃ , so

P̃ ∈ ∆vsi,w.

It is also clear that the map P 7→ P̃ is injective and reversible and preserves face con-
tainment. Thus the conclusion follows. ¤

Now we prove (B). Let us first analyze linkV(∆v,w), which by definition consists of all
faces P ∈ ∆v,w that

(a) do not contain V (being in delV(∆v,w))
(b) but satisfy P ∪ V ∈ ∆v,w.

Translating, (a) says that Pipe(P) uses a + in position zlast, whereas (b) says that remov-
ing that + still gives a face of ∆v,w. In view of this, we have:

Claim 6.10. The homeomorphism between

linkV(∆v,w) and ∆vsi,w

is obtained with as similar map as in Claim 6.9: given a pipe dream Pipe(P) of a face P ∈
linkV(∆v,w), we construct a pipe dream Pipe(P̃) of a face P̃ of ∆vsi,w by first deleting the + in the
position of zlast and moving each remaining + in column i of Pipe(P) one step to the right, into
column i + 1. The same map describes a homeomorphism between delV(∆v,w) and ∆vsi,wsi .
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Proof. This proof is similar to that for Claim 6.9. The key point of the link claim is that
removing the + in position zlast does not change the Demazure product. In the deletion
claim, this removal of a + does change the Demazure product of w, but since w has an
ascent at i, the resulting Demazure product is wsi instead. ¤

The proof of Theorem 6.4 follows. ¤

Example 6.11. Continuing Example 3.5, we have that i = 3 is an ascent of w. The vertex
V is the top leftmost vertex of Figure 2 and the link is a 1-dimensional ball isomorphic to
∆vsi,w, which is Example 3.4. This agrees with Theorem 6.4 and Claim 6.10. ¤

6.2. The Kostant–Kumar recursion and the proof of Theorem 6.2. B. Kostant and S. Ku-
mar [KosKum90] (see also [Knu08, Theorem 1]) show that the equivariant K-theory classes

[ONv,w ] ∈ KT (Ω
◦
v),

and hence the K-polynomials
K(R/Iv,w, t)

uniquely satisfy the following recursion.

Theorem 6.12. Let v, w ∈ Sn.

• If v 6≤ w, then
K(R/Iv,w, t) = 0.

• If v = w0, then w = w0 (or we are in the previous case). Then

K(R/Iv,w, t) = 1.

• Otherwise, let i be a right ascent of v, so vsi > v. Then
(1) If i is a descent of w, so wsi < w, then

K(R/Iv,w, t) = K(R/Ivsi,w, t).

(2) If i is an ascent of w, so wsi > w, then

K(R/Iv,w, t) = K(R/Ivsi,w, t) + (1 − tv(i)/tv(i+1))K(R/Ivsi,wsi , t)

− (1 − tv(i)/tv(i+1))K(R/Ivsi,w, t).

Our strategy to prove Theorem 6.2 is to show that the K-polynomials under the usual
action for the Reisner–Stanley rings R/Kv,w associated to the pipe complexes ∆v,w satisfy
the same recursion. Our proof for this fact parallels that of [Knu08] for subword com-
plexes; we could in fact refer to [Knu08, Corollary 2] by showing that the grading on R

given by the usual action matches the grading given in the cited Corollary. However, that
matching demands about as much analysis as the direct argument we give below.

If v 6≤ w, then ∆v,w is the empty complex (since w0v 6≥ w0w, so no subwords of a
reduced word for w0v can be a reduced word for w0w). Thus, in this case,

K(R/Kv,w, t) = 0.

If v = w = w0, then ∆v,w is the simplicial complex (on zero vertices) whose only face is
the empty face. Therefore, in this case

K(R/Kv,w, t) = 1.
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Otherwise, we rely on the vertex decomposition of ∆v,w given by Theorem 6.4. First
note that the homeomorphisms of Claims 6.9 and 6.10 are weight preserving by the fol-
lowing argument. Boxes in D(v) which are not in column i or i + 1 remain in the same
place, and for k 6= i, i + 1, the variable zjk has weight

tv(k) − tn−j+1 = tvsi(k) − tn−j+1

in both C[z(v)] and C[z(vsi)]. A box in the column i and some row j of D(v) corresponds to
the box in row j and column i + 1 in D(vsi) (unless n − j + 1 = v(i + 1), in which case the
box is deleted). The weight of zj,i in C[z(v)] is

tv(i) − tn−j+1,

which is equal to

tvsi(i+1) − tn−j+1,

the weight of zj,i+1 in C[z(vsi)].
Furthermore, the variable zlast corresponding to V is zn−v(i+1)+1,i. Therefore, zlast has

weight tv(i) − tv(i+1).
A face of ∆v,w either contains V or not. Therefore, it is either a face of delV(∆v,w), or the

union of a face of linkV(∆v,w) with V . Let ρ(a) denote the weight of the variable associated
to a vertex a. Now [MilStu05, Theorem 1.13] (with the appropriate substitution to account
for our use of the usual action rather than the rescaling action) states that

K(R/Kv,w, t) =
∑
σ∈∆v,w

(∏
a∈σ

tρ(a) ·
∏
a6∈σ

(1 − tρ(a))

)
.

When i is a descent of w, Theorem 5.4 (A) asserts

linkV(∆v,w) = delV(∆v,w) = ∆vsi,w.

Therefore

K(R/Kv,w, t) = tv(i)/tv(i+1)K(R/Kvsi,w, t) + (1 − tv(i)/tv(i+1))K(R/Kvsi,w, t)

= K(R/Kvsi,w, t).

When i is an ascent of w, Theorem 5.4 (B) states that

linkV(∆v,w) = ∆vsi,w and delV(∆v,w) = ∆vsi,wsi .

Therefore,

K(R/Kv,w, t) = tv(i)/tv(i+1)K(R/Kvsi,w, t) + (1 − tv(i)/tv(i+1))K(R/Kvsi,w, t)

= K(R/Kvsi,w, t) + (1 − tv(i)/tv(i+1))K(R/Kvsi,w, t)

−(1 − tv(i)/tv(i+1))K(R/Kvsi,w, t).

Therefore, the K-polynomials for R/Kv,w satisfy the same recurrence relations as the
K-polynomials for R/Iv,w, and hence they are equal. ¤
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6.3. Proof of Theorem 6.1. The following is immediate from Lemma 6.5:

Definition–Lemma 6.13. Given f ∈ C[z(vsi)] let f◦ be obtained by the substitution zj,i+1 7→ zj,i.
Then f◦ ∈ C[z(v)].

In what follows, let ≺ refer to the lexicographic term order we use on Z(vsi) and ≺◦ be
the term order on Z(v); see Section 2.3 for a definition of this term order.

The following is clear:

Lemma 6.14. If L is the leading term of f ∈ C[z(vsi)] with respect to ≺, then L◦ is the leading
term of f◦ ∈ C[z(v)] with respect to ≺◦.

The main technical point of this paper is below:

Proposition 6.15. Let i be the last ascent of v ∈ Sn. Suppose

(I) i is a descent of w ∈ Sn and L is a leading term of an essential minor of Ivsi,w; or
(II) i is an ascent of w ∈ Sn and L is the leading term of an essential minor of Ivsi,w; or

(III) i is an ascent of w ∈ Sn and L is the leading term of an essential minor of Ivsi,wsi .

Then in cases (I) and (III), L◦ is divisible by the leading term L ′ with respect to ≺◦ of an essential
minor of Iv,w. In case (II), the same holds for L◦zlast.

Proof of Proposition 6.15: The basic idea of the proof is as follows: given an essential deter-
minant D in Ivsi,w (or Ivsi,wsi) which uses the submatrix M of Z(vsi) and has leading term
L, we consider a determinant D ′ of Iv,w that uses the submatrix M ′ of Z(v) with the same
columns and rows as M except that if column i is used in M, we use column i + 1 in M ′,
and vice versa. In view of Lemma 6.5, usually this works to give an essential determinant

D ′ = det M ′

whose leading term L ′ has the desired properties. However, this sometimes fails, and
our analysis below accounts for this. Each of (I), (II) and (III) is handled in four subcases,
depending on which of the i-th and i + 1-th columns of Z(vsi) M uses.

Case I.1 (M uses neither the i-th nor i + 1-th column): Let M ′ be the submatrix that uses
the same rows and columns as M. By Lemma 6.5, Z(vsi) and Z(v) do not differ in these
columns, so we have that

D◦ = D = D ′.

Hence by Lemma 6.14,
L◦ = L = L ′,

so in particular L ′ divides L◦.

Case I.2 (M uses both the i-th and i + 1-th column): We may assume D 6= 0, hence:

Claim 6.16. The only nonzero entry of M in the i-th column comes from row vsi(i) = v(i + 1)

of Z(vsi), and that entry is a 1.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 6.5 and the hypothesis that i is the last ascent of v. ¤
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First construct a submatrix M ′′ of Z(vsi) by changing M by replacing the 0 at position
(vsi(i), i + 1) by zn−v(i+1)+1,i+1 and switching the i-th and i + 1-th columns. Now, we can
compute D by cofactor expansion along the i-th column, so, by Claim 6.16, changing any
entry in row vsi(i) of M other than the 1 in column i does not change the determinant.
Hence

D ′′ = ±D.

Let M ′ be the submatrix of Z(v) that uses the same rows and columns as M. By Lemma 6.5,

(D ′′)◦ = ±D◦

equals the essential determinant D ′. Thus by Lemma 6.14,

L ′ = ±L◦,
and therefore L ′ divides L◦.

Case I.3 (M uses the i-th column but not the i + 1-th column): M appears as a submatrix
M ′ (with determinant D ′ and leading term L ′) of Z(v) using the same rows and columns
except that the i-th column is replaced by the i + 1-th. Therefore, by Lemma 6.5,

D = D ′ = D◦

and
L = L ′ = L◦,

so L ′ divides L◦. Thus we are done in this case provided D ′ is an essential minor of Iv,w,
which follows from:

Claim 6.17. If i is a descent of w then there are no boxes of the essential set of D(w) in column i.

Proof. Any box of D(w) in column i must have a box of D(w) to its immediate right. ¤

Case I.4 (M uses the i + 1-th column but not the i-th column): If M does not use row
vsi(i) = v(i+ 1) then let M ′ be the submatrix of Z(v) that uses the same rows and columns
of M except that we use column i instead of column i + 1. Then by Lemma 6.5 it follows

D◦ = D ′.

Hence, by Lemma 6.14,
L◦ = L ′.

Moreover, D ′ is still essential since M ′ uses columns weakly to the left of those of M (and
uses the same rows).

On the other hand, if M uses row vsi(i) = v(i + 1), let j be the column of the entry
in the leading term of D used from row v(i + 1). Construct a submatrix M ′′ of Z(vsi) by
replacing column j with column i (with associated determinant D ′′ and leading term L ′′

with respect to ≺). Note that column i is to the right of column j and consists only of
0’s except for a 1 in row v(i + 1). Now, since by assumption M uses column i + 1, D ′′ is
essential for w. It is easy to see from the fact ≺ is a lexicographic order that

L ′′ = ±L/zn−v(i+1)+1,j.

Now let M ′ be the submatrix of Z(v) using the same rows and columns as M ′′. Then
noting that M ′′ uses both columns i and i + 1, we can repeat the argument of Case I.2 to
see that

L ′ = ±(L ′′)◦ = ±(L/zn−v(i+1)+1,j)
◦) = ±L◦/zn−v(i+1)+1,j.
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Hence, L ′ divides L◦ as desired.

Case II.1 (M uses neither the i-th nor i + 1-th column): This is proved exactly as in Case
I.1.

Case II.2 (M uses both the i-th and i + 1-th columns): This is proved exactly as in Case
I.2.

Case II.3 (M uses only the i-th column but not the i + 1-th column): Construct a subma-
trix M ′ of Z(v) by taking M and replacing the i-th column of Z(vsi) with the i-th column of
Z(v) and leaving all other columns of M unchanged. Note that

L◦ = L.

However, L ′ may not divide L◦. Instead we wish to prove

L ′ = ±L◦zlast

(and hence L ′ divides L◦zlast).
We assert that the position in each column of M ′ that contributes to L ′ is the same as for

L (except that we use zlast in column i rather than 1, respectively). This is straightforward.
Clearly D ′ is essential for Iv,w since it uses the same rows and columns as D.

Case II.4 (M uses the i + 1-th column and not the i-th column): This is proved exactly as
in Case I.4.

In the analysis of (III), the main new issue is that we must show that, given an essential
minor D for wsi, the newly constructed minor D ′ is essential for w instead.

Case III.1 (M uses neither the i-th nor i + 1-th column): The argument given in Case I.1
constructs a determinant D ′ such that L ′ divides L◦. It remains to show that D ′ is essen-
tial. The only places where the rank matrices Rwsi and Rw differ are in column i and rows
t for which

wsi(i + 1) < t ≤ wsi(i).

Note moreover that no boxes of D(wsi) lie in this region. Now, let d be the essential set
box of wsi causing D to be essential. If d is not in column i+ 1, or d is in column i+ 1 and
strictly south of row wsi(i), it easily follows that D ′ is also essential for w. Otherwise d

must be in position
(wsi(i + 1) + 1, i + 1).

Then d is no longer even a box of D(w), but the box d? in position

(wsi(i + 1) + 1, i)

(to the immediate left of d) is in E(w). In addition,

Rwd? = Rwsid − 1,

and the columns of D are weakly to the left of column i.
Consider the positions of the variables in M contributing to the leading termL of D. Let

M ′′ be the submatrix defined by any Rwd? = Rwsid − 1 of these positions. (For definiteness,
we can take all but the rightmost position, that of variable zrightmost.) Then M ′′ has leading
term L ′′ given by the product of the aforementioned variables we picked out, so

L = L ′′zrightmost.
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(Otherwise we would contradict the fact that L is a leading term of D.) Now let M ′ be the
submatrix of Z(vsi) using the same rows and columns as M ′′. Then

L ′ = L ′′ = (L ′′)◦,

and it follows that

L ′ = L◦zrightmost,

and hence L ′ divides L◦.

Case III.2 (M uses both the i-th and i + 1-th column): Repeat the construction of Case I.2
to obtain a minor D ′′. Note that since M uses column i + 1, the essential set box d of wsi
causing D to be essential is weakly to the right of column i + 1. If d is strictly to the right,
then let D ′ be the determinant of Z(v) that uses the same rows and columns as M. This
case follows as in Case I.2. Otherwise, if d lies in column i + 1 and is at

(wsi(i + 1) + 1, i + 1),

the box d? to its immediate left is an essential box for w, of rank one less, as in Case III.1.
Now let M ′ be the one smaller minor that uses the same rows and columns as M, except
that it excludes row v(i + 1) and column i + 1. Then D ′ is essential for w due to box d?.
This case then follows.

Case III.3 (M uses column i but not column i + 1): To construct D ′ we use the same con-
struction as in Case I.3, and its essentialness follows as in Case III.2.

Case III.4 (M uses column i + 1 but not column i): Use the same construction as in Case
I.4. There are two cases to prove essentialness, paralleling the two subcases of Case I.4. If
M does not use row vsi(i) then we apply the essential box argument of Case III.1. In the
other subcase, we argue essentialness as in Case III.2. ¤

Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 6.1: We induct on `(w0v) ≥ 0. The base case of `(w0v) = 0,
which is where v = w0, is trivial since z(v) = ∅. For the induction step, assume that
`(w0v) ≥ 1; hence z(v) 6= ∅, and in particular, we have a last variable zlast and associated
vertex V ∈ ∆v,w, as defined above.

Let P be a nonface of ∆v,w; we must show zP is divisible by the leading term of a
defining minor of Iv,w.

Suppose V ∈ P. Then (1) of Lemma 6.3 asserts P \ V is a nonface of linkV(∆). There are
then two cases, depending on whether i is a descent or ascent of w. If i is a descent of w,
then part (A) of Theorem 6.4 says

linkV(∆) ∼= ∆vsi,w.

Under the relabeling map of Claim 6.9, P̃ \ V is a nonface of ∆vsi,w and hence by induction
z

eP\V is divisible by the leading term of a defining minor of Ivsi,w. The conclusion then
follows from part (I) of Proposition 6.15. Similar arguments apply for the case where
V ∈ P and i is an ascent of w, and the two cases (depending on whether i is a descent or
ascent of w) where V 6∈ P. ¤
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